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Colored Tournaments and Weyl's Denominator Formula 
D. M. BRESSOUD* 
The Weyl denominator formulae for the root systems Dn, C. and D. are proved by associating to 
each term in the expansion of the product a colored tournament with handicaps at the vertices and 
then demonstrating by a direct involution on these handicapped colored tournaments that all terms 
cancel except those in the summation side of the denominator formulae. This generalizes I. Gessel's 
proof of the Vandermonde determinant formula. 
I. Gessel [4] has given a very appealing combinatorial proof of the Vandermonde 
determinant formula 
TI (Xi - Xj ) = '\' ( I)" ,..11-1 ,..11-2 o· i... - A,,(J) A,,(2) ••• X,,(n) , (I) 
l~i<j~n (1ESn 
where Sn is the group of permutations on {I, 2, ... , n}. His proof relies on associating a 
tournament (a complete directed graph) to each term in the expansion of the product. 
Recognizing that equation (1) is in fact the Weyl denominator for the root system An-I ([1], 
p. 185), D. Stanton [6] has posed the problem of extending Gessel's proof to cover the Weyl 
denominator formula for the other infinite families of irreducible root systems. These 
identities can be expressed in the following form ([5], pp. 46-47): 
n 
Bn: TI (1 - Xi) TI (I - XiXj)(Xi - XJ 
i=l I ~i<j~n (2) 
n 
en: TI (I - x;) TI (1 - XiXJ(Xi - Xj ) 
i=l l~i<j~n (3) 
Dn: TI (1 - XiXj)(Xi - Xj ) '\' (_I)"+IAI12 n-I+<I n-2+).2 A. i... X,,(I) X,,(2) ... X,,(n), (4) 
I :(.i<j~n UESn 
<EPI 
where Aj is the jth largest part in the partition A, IAI is the sum of the parts in A, (!(A) is the 
rank of A, that is to say the largestj such that Aj ~ j and Pi = J>;(n) (i = - I, 0 or 1) is the 
set of all partitions into at most n parts with Frobenius representation of the form 
( 
al + i, a2 + i, ... , a, + i) 
aI' a2, ... , a, 
where IAI = r + L(2aj + i), 1 :::::; j :::::; r, and each row is strictly decreasing with non-
negative integer entries. Equivalently, Pi is the set of partitions A into at most n parts such 
that if j is less than or equal to the rank of A, then the number of parts of size j or larger 
is equal to Aj - i. For example, 6 + 4 + 4 + 1 + 1 is in PI (16). Its rank is 3, there are 
5 parts of size at least 1, 3 parts of size at least 2 and 3 parts of size at least 3. 
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Equations (2), (3) and (4) will be proved be associating to each term in the expansion of the 
product a tournament with colored edges and appropriate weights at the vertices and then 
establishing an involution which will cancel all of the monomials except for those appearing 
on the summation side. 
PROOF OF EQUATION (4). A colored tournament ff = (T, B, R) on n labelled vertices 
is an ordered triple consisting of a set T of ordered pairs (i, j) such that for 1 :::;; i < j :::;; . n, 
(i, j) E T if and only if (j, i) ¢ T, together with a partition of the unordered pairs {i, j}, 
1 :::;; i < j :::;; n, into two disjoint subsets: B (the blue edges) and R (the red edges). We call 
this partition of T a coloring. 
For each directed edge e = (i, j) E T we define its weight to be 
w(e) = (- l)X(i>j)+x({i,j }EB) (XiXj)X({iJ }E B) Xi' 
where x(A) = 1, if A is true, 0 otherwise. The weight of ff is defined to be 
w(ff) = n w(e). 
eET 
We then have that 
n (1 - XiXj)(Xi - Xl) = L w(ff), 
l~i<j~n ff 
(5) 
the sum being over all colored tournaments on n labelled vertices. For a particular pair 
{i, j}, the choice in the first factor determines the colour of edge {i, j}, 1 corresponds to red 
and - xixj to blue, the choice in the second factor determines the direction (see Figure 1). 
2 ) 3 
FIGURE 1 
We shall write i -. j, if (i, j) E T. T is transitive if the relation -. is transitive. Equival-
ently, T is transitive if it contains no cycles (i -+ j -. k -+ i). 
THEOREM 1. II, '; i <j.; . (l - XjXj ) (Xi - Xj) = !:5"E9' w(ff) where Y' is the set of colored 
tournaments (T, B, R) on n vertices satisfying: 
(1) T is transitive, 
(2) Ifi -. j -. k and {i, k} E B, then {i,j} E B, 
(3) If i -+ j -. k and {i, k} E R, then {j, k} E R. 
PROOF. We shall prove this theorem by exhibiting bijections which pair up the undesirable 
colored tournaments in such a way that if ff is paired with ff', then w(ff) = - w(ff'). 
First consider ff such that the tournament T is non-transitive. There is at least one pair 
of vertices with the same out-degree (the number of edges directed out of the vertex). This 
is clearly true if n = 3 since each vertex has out-degree 1 in a non-transitive tournament. 
We proceed by induction. If one vertex has out-degree n - 1 in a non-transitive tournament 
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on n vertices, then removing that vertex and all edges incident to it leaves us with a 
non-transitive tournament on n - 1 vertices. If no vertex has out-degree n - 1, then the 
pigeon-hole principle guarantees that two vertices have the same out-degree. 
Put a complete ordering on all unordered pairs of vertices and choose the first pair in the 
ordering which have the same out-degree, say {a, b}. Define a new colored tournament 
5' = (T' , B, R) where T' is obtained from T by interchanging the vertices a and b. That 
is to say: 
(a) (a, b) E T' if and only if (b, a) E T, 
(b) if i does not equal a or b then (i,a) E T' if and only if (i, b) E T and (i, b) E T' if and 
only if (i, a) E T, 
(c) if neither i nor} equals a or b, then (i, j) E T' if and only if (i, j) E T. 
The coloring (B, R) is left unchanged. It is easily verified that w(5) = - w(5') (see 
Figure 2). 
2 
3 
w<.r ')=-x~ x~ x~ x~ 
FIGURE 2 
We now consider colored tournaments 5 = (T, B, R) for which T is transitive but the 
restrictions on the coloring (B, R) are violated. Let (j be the permutation associated with 
T, so that (j(l) has out-degree n - 1, (j(2) has out-degree n - 2, etc. If {(j(l) , }} E B for 
all} '" (j(l), then there are no violations involving edges incident to (j(l). We leave these 
edges unchanged in our involution and restrict our attention to the sub-tournament 
obtained by deleting vertex (j(l) and the edges out of it. Similarly, if {j, (j(n)} E R for all 
i '" (j(n), then we can leave edges connected to (j(n) unchanged and restrict our attention 
to the sub-tournament obtained by deleting (j(n) and the edges into it. Thus without loss 
of generality we may assume that there exist vertices }, k such that {(j( I),)} E Rand 
{k, (j(n)} E B. 
Case 1. If {(j(I) , (j(n)} E B, find the smallest} such that {(j(I) , (jU)} E Rand {(j(l), 
(jU + I)} E B. Define 5' = (T', B', R') as follows: 
(a) T' is a transitive tournament for which the associated permutation, (j' is defined by 
(j'U) = (j(j + I), (j'U + 1) = (jU) and if i does not equal} or} + 1 then (j'(i) = (j(i) , 
(b) {(j(l) , (jU + I)} E R', {(j(I) , (jU)} E B' and the coloring remains the same on all other 
edges (see Figure 3). 
Case 2. If {(j(l), (j(n)} E R, find the largest} such that {(jU), (j(n)} E Band {(jU - 1), 
(j(n)} E R. Define 5 ' = (T', R', B' )as follows: 
(a) T ' is a transitive tournament for which the associated permutation (j' is defined by 
(j'U - I) = (jU), (j'U) = (jU - 1) and if i does not equal} - 1 or} then (j'{i) = (j{i), 
(b) {(j'U - 1), (j' (n)} E R' and {(j'U), (j'(n) E B' and the coloring remains the same on all 
other edges (see Figure 4). 
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4 
y~ 
R 
3 ,. 2 
w(r')=x~ x~ x~ x~ 
FIGURE 3 
4 
V~ R 
2 ,. 3 
FIGURE 4 
Again, this mapping is an involution such that if fI is paired with fI', then 
w(fI) = - w(fI'). This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
The following theorem completes the proof of equation (4). 
THEOREM 2. There exists a bijection between the elements of [I' as defined in Theorem 1 
and pairs (0', A) where 0' is a permutation on {I, 2, ... , n} and A E P -I' Specifically, if 
(T, C) E [I' then 0' is the permutation associated with T and Ai' 1 ~ i ~ n, is the number of 
blue edges incident to vertex O'(i). 
To see that this theorem implies equation (4) we observe that from each fI E [1', the 
power of Xi is the out-degree of vertex i plus the number of blue edges incident to vertex 
i; the parity of 0' is the parity of the number of pairs i, j for which i < j but O'(i) > O'(j); 
and the total number of blue edges is half the sum over all vertices of the number of blue 
edges incident to each vertex. 
PROOF. it is sufficient to show that the correspondence given in Theorem 2 between legal 
colorings and partitions in P _I is indeed a bijection. We shall first encode the coloring into 
a binary word (in O's and 1 's) of length n whose last letter is 1. 
If {0'(1), O'(n)} E B, then the first letter is 1. By condition (2) on [I' (in Theorem 1) we know 
that {O'(1),j} E B for all} ::f: 0'(1). We proceed with the encoding of the sub-tournament 
obtained by deleting vertex 0'(1) and all of the edges incident to it. 
If {O'(l), O'(n)} E R, then the first letter is O. By condition (3) on [I' (in Theorem 1) we 
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know that {j, O"(n)} E R for allj "# O"(n). We proceed with the encoding of the subtourna-
ment obtained by deleting vertex O"(n) and all of the edges incident to it. 
When we are reduced to a tournament on one vertex, it is encoded by a 1. There is thus 
a one-to-one correspondence between all legal colorings and the 2n - 1 binary words oflength 
n which end in 1. Given a binary word of length n ending in ai, we can reconstruct the 
number of blue edges incident to a given vertex as follows. Take, for example, the binary 
word: 
110101. 
Since this starts with a 1, 0"(1) has 5 blue edges incident to it. Since the next letter is also 
1,0"(2) also has 5 blue edges. The third letter is 0 and thus describes edges incident to 0"(6), 
one blue edge from each of 0"(1) and 0"(2) and the rest red. The fourth letter corresponds 
to 0"(3) since it is a 1, and this has one red edge [to 0"(6)] and the rest blue (see Figure 5). 
c,-{ I ) 
c,-( 6) 
FIGURE 5 
In general, the ith occurrence of the letter 1, reading from the left, corresponds to vertex 
O"(i) to which the number of incident blue edges is n - 1 minus the number of O's to the 
left of that 1. The ith occurrence of the letter 0, reading from the left, corresponds to the 
vertex O"(n + 1 - j) to which the number of incident blue edges is the number of 1 's to the 
left of that O. To construct the corresponding partition we take the first n - 1 letters, 
reverse their order and then change 1 's to O's, O's to 1 's and append this new word to the 
end of the original word. Thus 110101 becomes 11010110100 while 0110101 becomes 
0110101101001. There will now be n 1 's and n - 1 O's and the ith occurrence of the letter 
1 corresponds to vertex O"(i) to which the number of incident blue edges is n - 1 minus the 
number of O's to the left of that 1. 
We now construct a partition (in French notation) belonging to P -I by constructing a 
path from (n - 1, 0) to (0, n) in the upper right quadrant by the rule that when 1 is read 
the path moves from (i,j) to (i,j + 1) and when 0 is read the path moves from (i,j) to 
(i - 1, j). The ith part in the partition is the length of the ith row (read from the bottom). 
Thus 11010110100 corresponds to the partition 5 + 5 + 4 + 3 + 3 + 2 (see Figure 6). 
The symmetry of the word implies that each row to the right of the diagonal X = y is 
exactly one shorter than the length of the corresponding column above the diagonal, that 
is to say that the partition is in P -I' Conversely, each partition in P -I with at most n parts 
or, equivalently, exactly n parts some of which may be zero corresponds to a unique path 
with the proper symmetry. Thus Theorem 2 is proved. 
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o 0 
x=y 
FIGURE 6 
PROOF OF EQUATIONS (2) AND (3) 
Because of their similarity, equations (2) and (3) can be treated together in all but one 
bijection. We are now looking at handicapped colored tournaments ff = (T, B, R, H) 
where T, Band R are as before and H is a subset of the vertex set {I, 2, . . . , n}, those 
vertices which will receive a handicap. We define the weight of a directed edge e = (i, j) E T 
as before, 
w(e) = (_l)X(i >j)+X({iJJ) eB (XiXJX({i,j) eB) Xi' 
The weight of the tournament is now given by 
n 
wh(ff) = n (- x7Y(ieH) n w(e) 
i=l eeT 
where h is the appropriate handicap. We then have that 
n n (1 - x7) n (1 - XiXj)(Xi - xj ) = L wh(ff), 
;=1 I ~i<j ~ n ~ 
the sum being over all handicapped colored tournaments on n labelled vertices. 
THEOREM 3 If h = 1 or 2, then 
n n (l - x7) n (1 - XiXj)(Xi - xj ) = L w(ff), 
;=1 I ~i<j ~ n fT e9" 
(6) 
where [/' is the set of all handicapped colored tournaments (T, B, R, H) on n vertices 
satisfying conditions (1), (2) and (3) of Theorem 1 and also 
if i ~ j and {i, j} E B, then i E H, 
if i ~ j and {i, j} E R, then j ~ H. 
(4) 
(5) 
Note that conditions (1), (2) and (3) together imply that w cannot have i -+ j -+ k, 
{i, j} E Rand {j, k} E B for if we did then i -+ k and whichever color is given to {i, k } 
yields a contradiction. 
PROOF. As in the proof of Theorem 1, we shall exhibit bijections which pair up the 
undesirable handicapped colored tournaments in such a way that if ff is paired with ff ', 
then w(ff) = - w(ff'). We begin by eliminating those tournaments which violate con-
dition (4) or (5). We use our complete ordering on unordered pairs of vertices to find the 
first pair (i, j) which violates either condition (4) or (5). We shall have to consider the two 
values of h separately. 
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h = 2: Ifi--+j,{i,j}EBandi~H,then5" = (T,B,R,H)pairswith5"' = (T',B', 
R', H') in whichj --+ i, {j, i} E Rand i E H and otherwise T, B, Rand Hare left unchanged. 
Itis easily checked that w(5") = - w(5"') (see Figure 7). 
E 
3 
----,..) ---- 3 
H= {I, 4} H'= {I, 3, 4} 
w(r')=x~ x~ x~ x~ 
FIGURE 7 
h = 1: If i --+ j, {i,j} E B, i ~ H, j ~ H, then 5" = (T, B, R, H) pairs with 5"' = 
(T, Q', R', H') in which Tis unchanged, {i,j} E R', i E H',j E H' and otherwise B, Rand 
H are unchanged. If i --+ j and i ~ H, j E H (which will violate condition (4) or (5) with 
either color assigned to edge {i, j}), then 5" = (T, B, R, H) pairs with 5"' = (T', B, R, H') 
in which Band R are unchanged, j --+ i, i E H', j ~ H' and otherwise T and Hare 
unchanged. Again it is easily checked that w(5") = - w(5"') (see Figure 8). 
We shall now eliminate those handicapped colored tournaments (T, B, R, H) which 
satisfy conditions (4) and (5) but for which T is non-transitive. T must contain a 3-cycle, 
say i -+ j -+ k -+ i. If {i, j} E R, then by condition 5), j ~ H. Since j ~ H, condition (4) 
implies that {j, k} E R. Continuing this argument we see that if one edge of the 3-cycle is 
red, then all edges of the 3-cycle are red and none of the vertices are in H. Similarly, if one 
edge is blue, then all edges of the 3-cycle are blue and all of the vertices are in H. 
Let us first assume that 5" has a 3-cycle in which all of the edges are red. Consider the 
subtournament .9"; = (TI , Bl> RI , HI) which consists of all vertices which are not in H 
together with all edges connecting two vertices not in H. Let i, j be any two vertices not in 
H. Then {i, j} E R since if it were blue, this would violate condition (4). Thus .9"; is a 
non-transitive handicapped colored tournament for which no vertex is in the handicapped 
set HI and all edges are red. Furthermore, if i is a vertex in H andj is not in H, then i -+ j 
for if j -+ i and U, i) E R, then i ~ H, contradiction, and if j -+ i and U, i) E B, then j E H, 
contradiction. Thus we can pair the subtournament .9"; with .9";' obtained in exactly the same 
way as in the proof of Theorem I, and pair the tournament 5" with 5"' which is the same 
as 5" except for the subtournament .9"; which has been replaced by .9";' (see Figure 9). 
If 5" has no 3-cycle in which all of the edges are red and if it is non-transitive, then it has 
a 3-cycle in which all of the edges are blue. We proceed exactly as before except that now 
our subtournament is on all vertices which are in H. 
Finally, we eliminate the handicapped colored tournaments which satisfy conditions (I), 
(4) and (5) but violate condition (2) or (3). As before, we can assume that there exist vertices 
j, k such that {u(I),j} E Rand {k, u(n)} E B. 
Case 1. If {u(1), u(n)} E B, find the smallest j such that {u(I), u{j)} E Rand 
{u(I), u(j + I)} E B. Conditions (4) and (5) imply that u(1) E H, u(j) if H, we have that 
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H={4} 
w(.r )=x~ x~ x~ x: 
) 
H= {I, 4} 
w(n=-x~ x~ x~ x1 
/' 
FIGURE 8 
~ 
FIGURE 9 
H'= {I, 3, 4} 
) 
H'= {3, 4} 
w(r')=x~ x~ x~ x1 
I' 
H'= {I} 
{u(j), u(j + I)} E R which implies that u(j + 1) If. H. Define ff' = (T', B' , R' , H) 
to be the same ff except that (u(j + I), u(j» E T, {u(I), u(j)} E B', {u(l), u(j + I)} E R' 
(see Figure 10). 
Case 2. If {u(l), u(n)} E R, find the largestj such that {u(j), u(n)} E Band {u(j - I), 
u(n)} E R. Conditions (4) and (5) imply that u(n) If. H, u(j) E H. Since u(j) E H, we have 
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H= {I} H'= {I} 
FIGURE 10 
4 
YB~ 
2 --------~~--------- 3 3 --------...,~_------- 2 
H= {I, 2, 3} 
w(r )=-x~+h X~+h xj+hx~ 
FIGURE 11 
H'={1,2,3} 
w(y')=x~+h x~+h X;+h x~ 
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that {aU - 1), aU)} E B which implies that aU - 1) E H. Define~' = (T', B', R', H) 
to be the same as ~ except that (aU), aU - 1» E T', {aU), a(n)} E R', {aU - 1), 
a(n)} E B' (see Figure 11). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
The following theorem will complete the proofs of equations (2) and (3). 
THEOREM 4 There exists a bijection between the elements of [/" as defined in Theorem 3 
and pairs (a, A) where a is a permutation on {I, 2, ... , n} and A E Po if h = 1, A E PI if 
h = 2. Specifically, if(T, B, R, H) E [/' then a is the permutation associated with T and Ai' 
I ~ i ~ n, is the number of blue edges incident to vertex a(i) plus hz(a(i) E H). 
PROOF. It is sufficient to verify that there is a one-to-one correspondence between 
partitions in Po (resp. PI) and sequences of Ai' 1 ~ i ~ n, as defined above by the coloring 
and handicapped set when h = 1 (respectively, h = 2). We mimic the proof of Theorem 
2, first encoding the coloring into a binary word. In the word constructed in the proof of 
Theorem 2 the last letter was a 1 by fiat. We ignore that last letter for the moment. All of 
the other 1 's in the word correspond to vertices which have a blue edge out and so must 
be in H . All O's in the word correspond to vertices which have a red edge in and so cannot 
be in H. The only vertex for which we have a choice about whether or not it is in H is the 
vertex which corresponds to the last letter of the word, for this is the only vertex with no 
blue edges out and no red edges in. If this vertex is in H, we encode it with a 1. If it is not 
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in H, we encode it with a O. Thus the elements of H are precisely those vertices which 
correspond to a 1 in the word. Note that for each transitive tournament there are 2n ways 
of legally assigning colors to the edges and handicaps to the vertices. 
If we now construct the partition which corresponds to our word, we must add h to each 
of the parts to the right of the diagonal x = y, that is, to those parts which correspond to 
l's in the word. In practice, this is accomplished as follows: 
If h = 1, take the entire n letter word, reverse the order and change O's to 1 's, I's to O's 
and append this new word to the end of the original word. For example, 101100 becomes 
101100110010. Construct a path from (n, 0) to (0, n) as before. 
If h = 2, take the entire n letter word, reverse the first order and change O's to 1 's, 1 's 
to O's. Take the original word, append a 0 and then append the new word. For example, 
101100 becomes 1011000110010. Construct a path from (n + 1, 0) to (0, n) as before. 
o 
o 0 
x =y 
o 
o 
I 
o 0 x=y 
o 0 0 
I 
o 
FIGURE 12 
It should be noted that if both sides of any of the identities (2), (3) or (4) are divided by 
the Vandermonde product, ll(xj - xj ), then these identities yield well-known expansions 
of finite products in terms of the Schur functions: ( ) n ( )-1" ( 1)t1 n - I+" I A. S" XI ' ..• ,Xn = Xj - Xj L. - X t1(I) .•. X t1(n)' t1 
W. H. Burge [2] has given a combinatorial proof of equation (2) in this form. 
Also, A. Calderbank and P. Hanlon [3] have given an essentially combinatorial proof of 
the Weyl denominator formula for an arbitrary root system. They do not set up a specific 
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bijection pairing undesirable monomials of opposite sign, but rather follow the spirit of 
Gessel's proof [4], showing that each undesirable monomial occurs with coefficient + I as 
often as with coefficient - 1. 
Finally, we mention that if in the proof of Theorem 1 we ignore the coloring, then we get 
a refinement of Gessel's proof of the Vandermonde determinant formula which explicitly 
exhibits the bijection eliminating undesirable monomials. 
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